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Xu Lei had already left, but the words she had before leaving still lingered and echoed in the ears of Lu
Mingfeng and others.

“Huh?” “Isn’t Mark dead?” Lu Mingfeng frowned as he looked at the vehicle leaving in the dark night.

After all, listening to what Xu Lei said just now, it seemed that Mark was dead.

“Will he die or not?” “Anyway, the trend is set!” “Now Jiang Dong has been taken by our brothers.”

“Even if the so-called Mr. Chu really comes back alive, what can he do?” “He didn’t measure him.”

Courage, start with my brothers!” Xu Shaohua didn’t care, and the faint smile was full of contempt.

Xu Shaohua has never seen this so-called Mr. Chu.

He was just an abandoned son of the Chu family, and the only identity that could come up with was
Noirfork Zun.

However, for the wealthy children like Xu Shaohua and Lu Mingfeng, what is the so-called Noirfork Zun?

“Yeah.”

“That’s right.”

“It’s just an abandoned son, even if he is alive, what can he do?” “Unless he really knows how to live or die,
he dare to attack both of us.”

Hearing Xu Shaohua’s words, Lu Mingfeng did. Then smiled.

Both of them are wealthy princes, and usually rely on their status and background to dominate and blessing.

In Gritsberg, few people dare to offend them.

Now that they are here in Noirfork, they are naturally more fearless.

What’s more, they came to command Noirfork this time, and they were all instructed by the senior family.

With family support, they are afraid of a fart!



It was Ferguson Wu in front of him. After seeing them, he didn’t come over to cheer up?

With pride and pride, Lu Mingfeng glanced at Ferguson Wu next to him and smiled and said, “Wu Shi,
aren’t you scared?” While speaking, Lu Mingfeng deliberately took out a few tissues, handed them to
Ferguson Wu, and motioned him to wipe it. Wipe the blood from your face.

“Thank you, Master Lu.”

Ferguson Wu thanked him, and took the tissue from Lu Mingfeng.

“Yeah.”

“By the way, Wu Shi, if you have time, please contact me and let someone repair this door.”

“In the future, I will live here with Shaohua.”

Lu Mingfeng said with a smile.

Ferguson Wu nodded: “Master Lu, don’t worry, I will let someone arrange it when I go back.”

“This Yunding Mountain Villa is the most scenic place in Wrilfill, and it is also the most expensive place in
Wrilfill.”

“It can be said that this is the top of Wrilfill. “”Master Lu and Master Xu live here, and they deserve it!”
“After a few days, I will give you a warm pot again. I wish you all the joy of moving.”

Ferguson Wu complimented.

Lu Mingfeng and the others did not answer, they just waved their hands and walked towards the villa.

After they left, there was only a mess on the ground and Ferguson Wu, who was scared and pale.

“Xiao Liu, let’s go, too.”

“In a moment, call Lao Han and ask him to send someone to deal with this side. At the same time, find a
decoration team and give the house to Master Lu and the others to fix it.”

On the way back, Ferguson Wu arranged in a deep voice.

When the driver Xiao Liu heard this, he was puzzled.

“Wu City, just two young people. As for letting you take care of them so meticulously?” “You can help
them even with small things like repairing doors.”

Ferguson Wu heard the sound, but stared: “What do you know? “Do you know the background of the two
people living in the Villa at Yunding Mountain at this time?”
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Xiao Liu didn’t care, and said lightly: “What background?” “Is it possible that the relatives of the governor
of Noirfork province failed?” Ferguson Wu is the lord of a city, so he treats him so solemnly, he is probably
a son of the province.

“Huh?” “You only know this.”

Ferguson Wu sneered at Xiao Liu’s words.

He shook his head, and continued: “Let me tell you, this Lu Mingfeng is the only son of the head of the Lu
family, a rich family in Gritsberg.”

“The Lu family is a rich red family with profound background!” All walks of life in Vietnam, especially
among the officials, have a great right to speak.”

“It can be said that in front of the Lu Family Patriarch, it is the Governor of Noirfork, and he can only bow
his head and say hello.”

What?

“This this..

So strong?

The corner of the driver’s mouth twitched, and he took a breath. Even the governor of Noirfork said hello
respectfully. The driver Xiao Liu couldn’t imagine how terrifying the Lu family’s background was. “What
about the Xu family?”

“I think that Young Master Xu doesn’t speak much. Isn’t his background very good?”

“Xiao Liu asked again. Ferguson Wu shook his head and said, “Do you think that the person who can make
the Lu Family Young Master be called a brother and sister is a mortal?”

“The Xu family is as famous as the Lu family in Gritsberg.”

“Xu’s family, two generals in one door!”

“This is rare in Vietnam’s history.

“Especially Xu Wanchang, the old man of the Xu family, who was the veteran of the army who had carried
a gun with the founding general.

“Highly respected!”

“Perhaps he has already retired now, but the prestige of this old man has been counted throughout Vietnam,
and in terms of seniority, few are higher than him.

“Moreover, Jiangmen Huzi!

“Several sons of this old man are also in command of the army, and they dominate the military.



“Ferguson Wu said slowly. The driver, Xiao Liu, was already shocked, and he felt cold in his heart. Before,
he thought that Lu Mingfei and Xu Shaohua were just juniors and they weren’t worth paying attention to.
But now, I heard that. After Ferguson Wu’s introduction, Xiao Liu, the driver, knew just what kind of
behemoth is now taking over Noirfork. “The two juniors really do not deserve my attention.

“But, how do you know that what I value is the background behind them.”

“Think of Mr. Chu, what was it like a few months ago?”

“But the Wanren tall building collapsed in just a few days.

“The reason why his career fell so fast is because he has no background!”

“A person with no background, from the moment he reached the top of Noirfork, I had expected his ending
today.”

In the Audi car, Ferguson Wu looked at the towering Yunding Mountain outside the car window, but smiled
proudly, and slowly told his driver about his philosophy of life recognition. Not far away, the mist of Trivan
Lake was reflected in vast waves. With endless stars. The next day, when the first ray of morning light came
on, a few pieces of news made a sensation throughout Noirfork. Mufan Group was wholly-owned, and all
industries were included in Fenghua Group!

In addition, Helen Qiu, the beauty president of Mufan Group, moved out of Yundingshan Villa.

Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua stayed at the Yunding Mountain Villa that night.

At this point, Mufan Group was completely destroyed.

The era belonging to Mr. Chu has ended!

At the moment when they heard the news, many people in Noirfork looked pale and panicked.

The old man of the Xia family trembled even more, and he spread out directly on the sofa.

His old eyes were red, his whole body trembled, and he sighed sadly.

“Mr. Chu’s era, has that passed by?”
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